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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, with the iccu t  ocwN   of data on 

information networks such as tas Internet, systscs require 

precision and intelligent algorithms for information retrieval.

Persian documents are part of this huge volume of 

information, i a information retrieval systems must be 

designed and created with good efficiency. eas deficiency coA

lack of information sA ctAvsoyANc coti tAtcaiyNA , but the lack 

of methods for exploring and exploiting the available 

information N A  optimal NsANc coti t ci  soA . e  this paper wsA

present a new approach for searching  the acmucs t mits coy 

in Persian documents classified using reinforcement learning 

algorithms. en this paper, we use the algorithm SARSA, A

new approach for exploring text category in classified text 

that changes its policy. By use of this approach, we have 

been able to obtain results more relevant and more precise 

than in other ways of the algorithm and the other algorithms. 

This study provides encourage results that shows potential of 

reinforcement learning to solve different problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
nNta N mosisN   sxcsssNvsAiccu tAcbAN bcocitNc ,A ssaAtcA 
develop efficient techniques for intelligent management and 

retrieval of informationA NsA Nc coti t. Due to the growing 
need for quick and easy accessing to documents, we should 
design intelligent retrieval methods to provide contextual 
information. 
Unfortunately, for the Persian language in the field of 
information retrieval systems due to various problems and 
lack of coordination, not much has been done. Unfortunately, 
the lack of national standards in areas such as the Persian 
alphabetic codes, formats, documentation, storage and 

retrieval of the existence of problems and lack of 

coordination between Web services are problems of software 
developers. Persian on many projects yet to be done is 

specified requirements and actual requirements of the 

currentAwcow compared with [1].
However, at this time, we believe that everything should be 

done automatically, even if ANtAwisA"tsxt understanding". 

rtaso names you will find in this kind of process :iosA  "Text

Mining", "Exploring textual data"  i aA 'knowledge discovery 

in text" [2].  So that analytic review of the literature leads to 

the formation of the new field of artificial intelligence and 

information technology has been known a isA tsxtA earning. 

This field includes all activities about knowledge extraction 

from text. Analysis of textual data by machine learning 

techniques, intelligent information retrieval, natural language 

processing or other related methods are all classified as text 

learning fields. 

However, in today's world,A tasA  ocfasc is not the lack of 

information, but tas lackAcf  the knowledge that can be 
sxtoimtsaA boccA taNsA N bcocitNc . Millions of web pages, 

digital libraries, and millions of words on thousands of pages 

N  each company iosAN bcocitNc Aosscuomss,AfutAknowledge ANs

summary of the thinking and analyzing ifcut information. 
Data mining is a very useful way to discover information 

from structured data tae results  of whichare stored in tables. 

Data mining extracts patterns of transactions [3].  
However, three main approaches exNstA N A csstN  A wNtaA taNs 
huge volume of nc -stoumtuosa information in the world. I 
bcocitNc A ostoNsvia [4], Nnformation extraction[5] and the 

discovery of knowledge in this text are three ways to deal 

with this issue. DocumentAoetrieval coANnformation oetrievalAis 
the computerized process of producing a list of documents 

that are relevant to an automatically produced index of the 

textual content of documents in the system. These documents 

can then be accessed for use within the same system. 

2. RELATED WORK
Several related research projects are investigating the 

automatic construction of special-purpose web site. The New 

Zealand digital Library Project [6] has created publicly-

available search engine for domains from computer science 

technical reports to song melodies using manually identified 

web sources. The CiteSeer project [7] has also developed 

a search engine for computer science research papers 

that provides similar functionality for matching references 

and search. The WebKB project [8] uses machine 

learning techniques to extract domain-specific information 

available on the Web into a knowledge base. The WHIRL 

project [9] is an effort to integrate a variety of topic-

specific into a single domain-specific search engine 

using hand-written extraction patterns and fuzzy 

matching for information retrieval searching. 

Additionally, there are systems that use reinforcement 

learning for non-spider Web tasks. WebWatcher [10] is a 

browsing assistant that helps tas user find information by 

recommending which hyperlinks to choose. It, thus, restricts 

its action space to only hyperlinks from the current page. 

WebWatcher uses a combination of supervised and 

reinforcement learning to learn the value of each word on a 

hyper-link. Our work is not user-centric and strives to find a 

method for learning an optimal decision policy for locating 

relevant documents when hyperlink selection is unlimited. 

3. AFRIERAFLRTREMECROFEIER
RsN bcomscs tA asio N   has become a very active research 

field in machine learning, ind is one of the more recent 

fields in artificial intelligence. Arthur Samuel [11] was 

among the first to work on machine learning, with his 

checkers program. nis work didn't make use of the reward 



signals that are a key component of modern reinforcement 

learning, but, as Sutton & Barto point out, [12] some of the 

techniques he developed bear a strong resemblance to 

contemporary algorithms like temporal difference.A
Reinforcement learning developed in the early 1990s, 

generated a lot of interest from the research community. As 

opposed to the popular approach of supervised learning 

where an agent learns from examples provided by a 

knowledgeable external supervisor [13], osN bcomscs tA asio N 
  requires that the agent learn by directly interacting with the 

system (its environment) and responding to the receipt of 

rewards or penalties based on the impact each action has 

on the system. 

ThNs paper is organized as follows. The next section 
introduces a reinforcement learning approach to the search 

process. In section 5 oeinforcement learning algorithms will 

present. Section 6 consists of the simulation results and 

discussion. The conclusions are presented in Section 7. 

4. AFRIERAFLRTREME CROFEIERE IEE

SROFLRE FALRSS 
In the osN bcomscs tA asio N   framework, a learning agent 

must be able to perceive information from its environment. 

The perceived information is used to determine the current 

state of the environment. The agent then chooses an action to 

perform based on the perceived state. The action taken may 

result in a change in the state of the environment. Based on 

the new state, there is an immediate reinforcement that is 

used to reward or penalize the selected action. These 

interactions between the agent and its environment continue 

until the agent learns a decision-making strategy that 

maximizes the total reward. 

Sutton and BartoA[14] defined four key elements for dealing 

with the osN bcomscs tAasio N   problems: a policy, a reward 

function, a value function and a model of the environment. A 

policy defines the agent‟s behavior in a given state. A reward 

function specifies the overall goal of the agent that guides 

the agent towards learning to achieve the goal. A value 

function specifies the value of a state or a state-action pair 

indicating how good it (the state or the state-action pair) is in 

the long run. A model of environment predicts the next state 

given the current state and a proposed action. 

Besides the above four elements, there is a key assumption 

in the osN bcomscs tA asio N   framework. That is, each 

decision the agent makes is based on the current state that 

summarizes everything important about the complete 

sequence of past states leading to it. Some of the information 

about the complete sequence may be lost, but all that really 

Nc coti t for the future is contained within the current state 

signal. This is called the Markov property. Therefore, if an 

environment has the Markov property, then its next state can 

be predicted bocc the current state and action. This 

significant assumption enables the current state to be a good 

basis for predicting the next state. Under this assumption, the 

interaction of an agent and its environment can be called a 

Markov decision process. 

For a small Areinforcement learning problem, the estimates of 

value functions can be represented as a table with one entry 

for each state or for each state-action pair. However, for a 

large problem with a large number of states or actions, 

updating information accurately in such a large table may be 

a problem. Function approximation is currently a popular 

method to resolve this issue. Function approximation is an 

approach generalizing experience from a small subset of 

examples to develop an approximation over a larger subset. 

Currently, employing neural networks is the most popular 

approach for function approximation in a large osN bcomscs 

tAasio N   problem[14]. 

5. FRIERAFLRTREME CROREIERE

OCRAFIMRTS 

5.1. SOFSOEOlA ASRAS 
The Sarsa algorithm was first explored by Rummery and 

Niranjan, who called it modified Q-learning. The name 

"Sarsa" was introduced by Sutton[15]. The standard 

procedure of the SARSA algorithm is given as follows: 
1: Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily 

2: for all episode do 
3: Initialize s 

4: Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (e.g., ϵ-greedy) 

5: for all step of episode do 

6: Take action a, observe r, s′ 

7: Choose a′ from s′ using policy derived from Q (e.g., ϵ-greedy) 

8: Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α [r + γQ(s′, a′) − Q(s, a)]     
9: s ← s′; a ← a′ 

10: end for 

11: end for 

SARSA differs from Q-learning in that SARSA is On-

Policy, whereas Q-learning is Off-Policy. That means N A

SARSAaAtifasAtAdepends on future state-action pairAtaitA is 

chosen by the policy and A tifas Q is updated by theseA viauss. 
So i s ts bcaacw any policy that is used in SARSA  
algorithm. b  Q-learning,Athe highest value available for 
i s t is updated with table Q, regardless of the 
 caNmyAchoice. Each iteration of steps 2-11 represents a 

learning cycle, also called an „„episode‟‟. The parameter, α, 

is the step size parameter and influences the learning rate. 

The parameter, γ, is called the discount-rate parameter,
0

  


 
1,and impacts the present value of future rewards. 

The Q(s,a) values can be initialized arbitrarily. If no 
actions for any specific states are preferred, then when 
starting the SARSA procedure all the Q(s,a) values in the 
policy table can be initialized with the same value. If 
some prior knowledge about the benefit of certain actions 
is available, the agent may prefer taking those actions 
in the beginning by initializing those Q(s,a) values with 
larger values than the others. Then these actions will 

initially be selected. This can shorten the learning period.  
As γ approaches zero, the agent wNaaAfsAmore  ossay because 

it takes immediate reward into account more strongly. On the 
other hand, as γ approaches 1, the agent will be more 

.butuoNstNm  Choosing 1 AwNtaANsANaas iaAsxms stAN Asms ioNcA

fN NtsAsts s. 

5. 2. Ritl SRoRS EEoE ERitl AoRS E Exploration 

and exploitation is an important issue when applying the osN 

bcomscs tA asio N   algorithm. Exploration means that the 

agent must try something that has not been done before to 

get more reward. On the other hands, exploitation is that the 

agent prefers the actions that were taken before and 

rewarded. Exploitation may take advantage of guaranteeing a 

good expected reward in one play, but exploration may 

provide more opportunities to find the maximum total 

reward in the long run. One popular approach to deal with 

this trade-off issue is called an e–greedy method. The e–

greedy method involves selecting, with probability (1-e), the 

action with the best value, otherwise, with small probability 

e, an action is selected randomly. 

5. 3.   lSoP 
In this study, because the algorithm SARSA is based on 
policy, the agent makes a decision about what work will be 

done and this makes changes in SARSA agent policy. 

Popular approach for the exploration and exploitation Ns the 

ε-greedy  caNmy. eaNsA caNmy involves choosing theAimtNc 

with best value i aA  ocfifNaNty (1 -ε). Otherwise, in action is



selected randomlyAwNtaAa sciaaA ocfifNaNty εA. Furthermore, 
as shown in Table 1,Aws determine the smcosAi aAwsN at in 
each areas based on the amount of data Atait we have on the 
iosi, sc the probeA wNaaA fs imting according to the scores i aA 
u itsAtifasAt. 

Table 1. Details cbAmaissNbNmitNc

Scores Categorie Weight Categories for 

Science 
( 9.0   10.0] 203,666 Computer 
( 7.0   9.0] 152,053 Electrical 
( 5.0   7.0] 106,135 Mechanical 
( 3.0   5.0] 13,413 Mathematics 
( 2.0   3.0] 22,315 Chemistry 
( 1.0   2.0] 7,207 Physics 

In This Study, All categories are combined into an index 

which allows rapid searching and retrieval of word. Words 

aivsA  Nvs A wsN atsA taitA astsocN s theA  uiaNtyA cbA tascA N  
theAs smNbNsaAmaiss. 

5.4. Naive Bayesian Classifier 
The Naive Bayes Classifier has been proven to be a very 

effective machine learning mechanism and in certain 

domains it performs better than neural network and decision 

tree learning. In particular the Naive Bayes Classifier is very 

well suited to text classification problems.  

The Naive Bayes classifier is based on the simplifying 

assumption that the attribute values are conditionally 

independent given the target value. That is, the position of 

the words with relation to each other has no bearing on the 

classification process.  

In general the Naive Bayes Classifier can be applied to 

learning tasks where each outcome or instance x is described 

by a conjunction of attribute values and where the target 

function f(x) can take on any value from some finite set V. 

In this example the outcome is the classification of a search 

string, which is dependent on the words (attributes) which 

make up the search string. The classification is chosen from 

a limited set of categories V.  

In typical text classification problems the trainer is presented 

with a set of training examples for each target function V. 

The trainer is then asked choose the most appropriate target 

for a given test set. The Bayesian approach to classifying the 

new instance is to assign the most probable target value U 

given the attribute values (in this case the set of words) 

},,,{ 21 naaa  which describe that instance. 

Choosing U involves finding the probabilities of each 

category being the target value U given the set of words 

},,,{ 21 naaa  . We then choose the category with the best 

probability to become the answer to the classification. Bayes 

theorem complicates this process a little more by adding a 

few extra variables into the mix in order to get a more 

reliable result. In Bayes theorem the formula for 'U' looks 

something like this:  

U = choose best (for each category, calculate 

),,,( 21 naaaP  ) 

P = (probability of this category being chosen 

given ),,,( 21 naaa  ) * base probability of this category). 

The informatio  which gives us the ability to calculate 

probabilities is drawn from the training data. The frequency 

of words and categories in the training data provides the 

weights for the probability calculations. With this 

assumption, the algorithm looks like this:  

U = choose maximum ( for each category calculate ( base 

probability of category * ),,,( 21 naaaP  ) 

P = (probability of 
1a  indicating this category * probabiulity 

of 
2a  indicating this category ...) 

5.5. Reward Function 
A reward function defines the goal of the learning agent and 

determines the value of the immediate action based on the 

perceived state of the environment. Since the learning agent 

tries to maximize the total reward, the reward function is 

then essentially used for guiding the learning agent to 

achieve its goal.AThe purpose of this system is finding the 

nearest thing to a text or document,AtaitAwNaaAfs searchsa. 

Was  a text can be searched by the user, the learner 

according to the words in the AAtsxtAssasmtsAtasA ocu AwNtaAtas 
fsstA ocfifNaNtyAbcoAsimaAwcoa. Table 2 shows the rewards 

with the best chance A

Table 2.  The rewards with the best chance A

If (U > MU) 
MU = U 

Reward = -1 

Otherwise 

Reward = 1 

6. SITUCOMIAEEFRSUCMS
When starting the SARSA algorithm, the values of the state-

action pairs, Q(s,a) can be initialized arbitrarily or assigned 

specific relative values to represent the confidence in 

favoring each possible alternative. In this study, all the 

values of the state-action pairs are initialized to zero since all 

the actions for each state are assumed to be an equally valid 

choice. This approach starts the system from a neutral state 

assuming no a priori knowledge of which dispatching rule is 

best to use in any situation. Therefore, the system would be 

required to learn from scratch. Other possible alternatives 

might have been to favor the wrong choice or correct choice 

initially. The step-size parameter, α which is a small positive 

fraction, influences the learning rate. The value of this factor 

can be constant or varied from step to step. In the latter case, 

the steps become smaller and smaller as learning progresses 

to assure convergence of Q(s,a) values. With a constant step-

size parameter, the Q(s,a) values never completely converge 

but continue to vary in  response to the most recently 

received rewards. This is more desirable for a non stationary 

system [14]. The value of the discount-rate parameter, γ,  is 

set between zero and one. As γAapproaches zero, the agent is 

more myopic because it takes immediate reward into account 

more strongly. On the other hand, as γ approaches 1, the 

agent will be more farsighted reducing the impact that recent 

results have on the learned policy. The ε-greedy method is 

adopted for exploration and exploitation in this study. If ε is 

set to 0.1, then 10% of the time the strategy will to randomly 

select one of the three dispatching rules independent of their 

Q(s,a) values, while the other 90% of the time the 

dispatching rule with the best Q(s,a) value is selected. 

Several example systems, such as those illustrated inASutton 

and BartoAapply the SARSA algorithmAwith setting 

of 4.0 AA ، 9.0 AandA 1.0  This study uses these same

common parameter settings for all the experimental runs. 

Text browser program is Nc ascs tsa with Java Applet on a 

personal computer and details of data set and experimental 

documents were shown in tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Details the data sets used in probe

Volume data sets10 MB 

Total number of documents87,524 

Number of words504,789 

Average number of non-repetitive words 

in each document

78 

Average number of words per document126 

In experiments with a probe to search for 45% of computer 

science documents are carried out. The results of these 

experiments are given in Table 5 and Figure 1.



Table 4. Details cb the  ssiomasa documents in probe
Number of items100 

Average size of documents287 KB 

Average number of words per document870 

Maximum number of words in each 

document

1045 

Minimum number of words in each 

document

100 

Table 5. DetailsAcb the ssiomasa documents in probe
Field search for robotPercent Topic 

Computer 45% 

Electrical 24% 

Mechanical 18% 

Mathematics 2% 

Chemistry 3% 

Physics 8% 

Figure 1. The first tests with the SARSA algorithm and the 

choice of simaAiosi

In two of the experiments conducted to study the issue of 

documents to search for text classification using SARSA 

algorithm we propose policy changes. Figure 2 sacws cne of 
the experiments conducted with the SARSA algorithm 

represents a policy change. ThNsA sx soNcs t wasAcarried outA 
bcoA iA acmucs t that contains 100 words and SARSA agent

 sioAtcA Amc vso s msAN  As Nscas 15 to almost optimal policy. 
Figure 3 is one of the SARSA algorithm Experiments 

showing the change in policy. The test for a text document 

containing 1045 wsywcoas  i a SARSA agent Ns  sioAtcA
mc vso s msAN As Nscas 30AtcAiaccstAc tNciaA caNmy.AA 

Figure 2. Experiment carried out by the SARSA 

algorithm wNtaAssiomaN   100 words 

7. LAELCUSIAES
Reinforcement learning is a very active research area in 

machine learning. In this study, A wsA uss the reinforcement 
learning algorithms for the search process. Our results 

confirm that changing the policy SARSA algorithmsA N 
search process are able to retrieve relevant information and 

more preciseAN bcocitNc . While SARSA algorithm in this 

environment makes it possible to converge to the optimal 

policy ind agent acesA ctAaivs a very bad experienceAi a  
never 

fails. So SARSA algorithm wNtaAmai  saA caNmy is proposed 
and implemented in this studyA i aA sacwsaA fsttso 
 sobcoci msAtai A osvNcusAi  ocimassAusN  AosN bcomscs t A

.asio N   

Figure 3. Experiment carried out by the SARSA 

algorithm with ssiomaN   1045 words
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